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THE TIE THAT BINDS

Liz Cutler Gates, Editor

CORDIAL KINDNESS
It’s not about cooking and cleaning. Don’t be
consumed by how my home looks or what I serve,
but enjoy the moment ministering to my guests.

Glancing through the book now, I see it’s margins
are covered with my notes – scripture references to
examples of hospitality in the Bible and advice I
wanted to remember. But the biggest takeaway? It’s
not about cooking and cleaning. Don’t be consumed
by how my home looks or what I serve, but enjoy the
moment ministering to my guests.
Over the years, I have watched others practice the
gift of hospitality. Sometimes it has come in the
most unexpected places. I’ve seen pastors care for
grieving families in unanticipated ways. I’ve watched
friends come alongside the needy, even when they
didn’t know the people. I’ve witnessed leaders
with significant responsibilities care for needs of
individuals when it wasn’t necessary.
It seemed like a silly topic for a Bible
study. In the age of advancing opportunities for
women, why would I want to spend a few weeks
examining hospitality with a few friends? It was such
a throwback (though we didn’t use that term 25
years ago) to an era when women generally didn’t
work outside the home.
I’d just moved to a new community and was aching
for the same quality of Christian friends I’d left a few
hundred miles away. So I found myself in Debbie’s
living room with a group of single women, studying
Rachel Crabb’s The Personal Touch (NavPress, 1990)
a Bible study on hospitality. To my delight, I also
found the simple study life-changing and even made
a few friends.

This issue of GraceConnect takes a look at hospitality
– what the Bible has to say and some examples of
a few people in the Fellowship of Grace Brethren
Churches who embrace the gift of hospitality in
unique ways. We would love to hear how you’ve
witnessed hospitality in your life or the lives of
others. Post them to the GraceConnect Facebook
page (facebook.com/graceconnectus/) or send them to
me at lcgates@bmhbooks.com. Simply label them
“my story of hospitality.”
Liz Cutler Gates, lcgates@bmhbooks.com, is
the editor of Grace Connect. Since 2010,
she has served as executive director of the
Brethren Missionary Herald Company. She
and her husband, Doug, live in Warsaw, Ind.
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FRIENDSHIP,
FAITH,
AND FEASTING
by Tim Sprankle
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The early church opened her doors, shared her
table, and extended a welcome to almost anyone.
And at the center of the first-century church was
the Love Feast, a staple in the Christian diet.

H

ospitality and table graces
have a way of strengthening
friendships and building faith.
Jesus was no stranger to the table.
He received invitations and extended
welcome to tax collectors and crowds,
sinners and self-righteous, family
members and followers.1
In His final hours with His disciples,
Jesus turned the Passover—a Jewish
memorial meal—into a foretaste of
the Messianic Banquet.2 This act of
eating – hospitality and table graces
– envisioned a glorious future, where
followers of Jesus from every tribe and
tongue, age and generation, economic
status and denominational bias
would dine with King Jesus.3 Glory,
Hallelujah, and Amen.
The early church opened her doors,
shared her table, and extended a
welcome to almost anyone. In fact,
traveling prophets and apostles relied
on the hospitality of their hosts.4 Only
in the case of false teachers and errant
prophets does a New Testament author
prohibit an open-door policy.5 And at
the center of the first-century church
was the Love Feast, a staple in the
Christian diet.6
1 Jesus fed crowds (Mark 6:33-44; 8:1-10) and
reclined with tax collectors (Mark 2:14-17), Simon
the Pharisee (Luke 7:36-50), Simon the Leper
(Mark 14:3-9), Martha and Mary (Luke 10:38-42),
Zaccheus (Luke 19:1-10) and his disciples (Mark
1:29-34; 2:18-28; 7:1-13; 14:17-25).

Sadly, table graces and the act of
hospitality have gone the way of the
telephone booth. The rise of fast
food and the demise of the family
have contributed. The advance of
social media and dearth of intimate
friendships have contributed.
Individualism, busyness, and glutenfree-dairy-free-all-organic diets have
contributed. (We could probably
blame global warming and the
government, too, but time and font
space are limited.) All causes aside, the
hospitality gap is glaring; the craving
for spiritual community is great.
In recent years, several authors have
rediscovered this ancient virtue. Their
writings are worth considering for
fuller treatment on the topic.7 Below
are three personal blessings I have
reaped from hospitality and table
graces. Perhaps they can serve to
inspire a resurrection of shared meals
in Jesus’ name.

Hospitality and
Surrogate Families
A mini-fridge secured my salvation. My
friends’ parents kept a hearty stock of
Coke products and canned beverages
in their basement. The neighborhood
youth flocked to their house for
refreshments; they stayed to play Skee
Ball. My neighbors’ rich hospitality
opened the door to faith conversations.

2 Matthew 26:17-29
3 Luke 14:1-24 cf. Zechariah 14:16-21; Revelation
19:7-10; 21:22-27
4 Matthew 10:11-14; Acts 16:14-15; 3 John 5-8
5 2 John 1
6 1 Corinthians 11:17-34. The passage mostly
details the Bread and Cup but ends with directions
on communal eating, likely implying the Love Feast.

7 See Eugene Peterson, Christ Plays in Ten
Thousand Places (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2005),
pp. 212-222; Barry Corey, Love, Kindness (Carol
Stream, IL: Tyndale House, 2016), pp. 157-171; C.
Christopher Smith and John Pattison, Slow Church
(Downers Grove, IL: IVP Books, 2014), pp. 192222; David Kinnaman and Gabe Lyons, Good Faith
(Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2016), pp. 129-139.

My own suburban home boasted
neither soda pop nor Christian faith.8
We were nominal, moral suburbanites,
plucking from the seasonal offerings
(aka, Easter and Christmas) of Grace
Polaris Church. Living Christmas
Trees and Pastor Jim (Custer) homilies
touched my ears twice a year. My heart
and stomach were left unaffected.
It was the mini-fridge that lured me
into Christian community. Invitations
to “come and play” Skee Ball evolved
into opportunities to “come and see”
Jesus. As a kid, I joined my friends’
family for VBS. As a teen, I joined
their family for youth group. Before
long, I regularly attended their Sunday
morning worship services as their
surrogate son. After service, I tagged
along for Sunday lunch. My seat at
the table reinforced my footing in the
spiritual family.
I have never forgotten this lesson of
hospitality. In 15 years of marriage, my
wife and I have shared the table with
many a surrogate. We endured two
years of communal living with friends
and kin—an experiment that would
have benefited from more shared meals.
We welcomed in a young lady from our
church who spent a year transitioning
from a difficult job to a promising
marriage. These living arrangements
made a mess of the kitchen but
enriched our relations.
From meal preparation-and-prayer
to meal consumption-and-cleanup,
hospitality embodies relational sacrifice
and intimate care. Whether the host
8 My father professed Jesus but did not see this
decision spread to his family.
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STANDING INVITATIONS PROVIDE A SECURITY
BLANKET AGAINST EXCUSES. FOR THOSE
TOO BUSY TO ATTEND THIS WEEK, FUTURE
SUNDAYS ARE ALWAYS AN OPTION.
makes a favorite dish, new recipe, or
simply serves desserts, the invitation
into a home is far more personal than
a vinyl booth at a local dive or diner.9
“Make yourself at home” warms the
orphaned heart.

a home for months. We should be far
more eager to extend our call to the
dinner table.

Hospitality blesses the lost and
lonely. Each of us could identify a coworker, neighbor, or fellow Christian
who has not received an invitation to

I also learned how hospitality and
table graces could take place outside
the home. Ironically, this lesson came
during a two-year sojourn in the house
church movement.10 Ed Waken, founder

9 Our local Bob Evans’ restaurant has a sign:
“Come as a guest, leave as a friend.” The church
has a richer slogan: “Come as a brother or sister in
Christ, leave even more so.”
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Hospitality and
Standing Invitations

10 For reference, I use “house church,” “simple
church” and “organic church” synonymously.

of Valley Life Church, a network of
organic churches in Phoenix, tutored
my wife and me in evangelism, disciplemaking, and simple church. The day
our moving truck arrived from its threeday trek, Ed assembled a team to unload
our belongings. He capped his warm
welcome with a gift basket of fresh fruits
and yogurt.
Liz and I quickly integrated into Valley
Life family. We became surrogates in
various homes, but also benefited from
the weekly, Sunday night gathering of

WHEN HE ARRIVES, THE REAL
FEASTING BEGINS. UNTIL THEN,
WE OFFER HOSPITALITY AND
TABLE GRACES AS A FORETASTE.
network churches. Following a time
of singing, sharing, and responding to
God’s Word, Ed extended a standing
invitation to all who gathered to
caravan to a local restaurant.
Dinner was a continuation of worship.
Not everyone came, but a steady group
of 15 to 20 always prolonged their
fellowship. The regulars made a point
to welcome any new face or uncommon
guest. The conversation bounced from
church to film to work to family life.
Ed never hesitated to ask someone what
God had been teaching them.
Standing invitations provide a security
blanket against excuses. For those
too busy to attend this week, future
Sundays are always an option. For
those too worried to open their home
or invite a stranger, the group gathering
provides a third place with plenty
of people. For those grousing about
their lack of connection or looking
for deeper friendships, the standing
invitation saves a seat at the table.
Churches and individuals vary in
their modes of standing invitation.
Our church has used fifth Sunday
potlucks; others carry-in meals every
week. Some congregations plan a meal
for newcomers, either on-site or in
homes.11 I have visited churches that
provide food prior to midweek services.
Additionally, I know many couples
who open their home to young adults
for Sunday dinner, Monday Night
Football, or weekly soup supper.
Context and resources will determine the type of standing invitation
churches and people can extend; it is

negotiable. What is not negotiable is
our responsibility to welcome people
to the table regularly with grace. “Be
hospitable to one another without
complaint.”12

Hospitality and
Celebratory Feast
God made our friend Nicole to cook.
She routinely checks out cook books
from the library. She regularly invites
friends to her house to celebrate their
birthdays. She breaks out wine glasses,
chargers, and china. Meals at her
home are a feast.
Several years ago, Nicole noticed
the feasting theme in Scripture.
Jewish people were accustomed to
celebratory eating. Be it Passover or
Purim or Succoth (the seven-day,
harvest festival in booths), Jews
ceased from their labor and started to
gorge. They came from all directions
to the Jewish temple. They sang
Psalms of deliverance along the way.13
Jewish feasts reflected on God’s past
faithfulness and looked forward to His
promised blessing.
Nicole grew up observing the Love
Feast as part of her Communion
liturgy. Sadly, sometimes Threefold
Communion feels more solemn than
celebratory; more mechanical than
Messianic. Pulling from the dusty
pages of Esther, Nicole latched onto
the phrase: “Sorrow turned into joy
and their mourning into a day of
celebration.”14 She planned a “day of
celebration” coinciding with Easter
12 1 Peter 4:9

11 See article about Clancy and Sandy Cruise from
Marysville Grace in this issue.

season. Dubbed the Resurrection
Party, she invited church members,
family, neighbors, and friends to feast.
The Resurrection Party celebrates life.
We eat delicious food, sing hopeful
songs, share reflective readings,
count our blessings, and rehearse for
the glorious return of Jesus. Such a
banquet as this fills my belly and fuels
my hope.
While the Resurrection Party is an
elaborate undertaking, it serves as an
annual reminder of the sacrament
of hospitality. Eugene Peterson
argues for the sacred aspect of
every meal: “Hospitality is daily
practice in keeping sacrifice local
and immediate; a meal prepared and
served to family and guests is giving
up ourselves for another.”15 To practice
hospitality—open our homes, share
our goods, prepare-serve-and-clean up
afterward—is a small sacrifice modeled
after the great sacrifice of Jesus.
And, as Paul taught the Corinthian
church, our practice of hospitality and
table graces also looks forward. “For as
often as you eat this bread and drink
the cup, you proclaim the Lord’s death
until He comes.”16
When He arrives, the real feasting
begins. Until then, we offer hospitality
and table graces as a foretaste. As for
me and my house, we will serve the
potatoes.
Tim Sprankle is pastor of Grace Brethren
Church, Leesburg, Ind. He also serves
as chair of the board of directors of the
Brethren Missionary Herald Company,
parent organization of GraceConnect.

13 Psalms 113-118

15 Peterson, Christ Plays, 219

14 Esther 9:22, NIV

16 1 Corinthians 11:26, NASB (emphasis added).
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WELCOMING
GUESTS
AT CHURCH

by Jeff Bogue

V

isiting a church can be an intimidating experience
for a newcomer. Jeff Bogue, senior pastor of
Grace Church, Akron, Ohio, shares keys to
communicating a friendly environment. This article first
appeared at cenational.org and is used with permission.

Leave the badges at home
Use greeters without name badges. Greeters with badges
look like employees instead of friendly people. Only safety
team members and children’s workers should have badges.

Have upbeat music playing
Silence is scary, and music fills in silence. Music also
identifies whether you fit in this place. Think of heavy
metal music playing in a candle store. It feels wrong. Play
upbeat, even secular music, before and after services.

Offer coffee and refreshments for free
You would never ask a guest in your home to reimburse
you for coffee. We should expect guests and treat them
with the hospitality due them.
• Give them the best parking.
• Give them the best seats.
• Act like they are there!

Post clear directional signs for key areas
of your building
•
•
•
•

Restrooms
Parking
Entrances
Especially children’s ministry

Welcome “guests” not visitors
Guests are expected and appreciated. Visitors are only
stopping by. “If you are our guest this weekend…” is a
statement which can single people out.

Create a gift pack
When a guest comes for the first time, deliver a gift. Our
church gives a mug with the church logo and website on
it. This is a personal touch. It’s one that does not expect an

invitation to come into the house and visit. It is just a gift.
If they want to talk, great; if not, at least they tend to feel
seen and heard by the church.

Use connection cards
We put these in the program every week and collect them
through the offering baskets. These cards include:
• Contact info
• Prayer requests
• Commitments to Christ

Form a first impression team
Go for the win. Task this team to become more than greeters. This is a team of people who are always thinking about
how to make someone’s entrance into the church easier.
For additional tips on how to be a more
welcoming church, see Pastorpedia, Vol. 1,
Issue 3 at cenational.org/wp-content/uploads/
PastorpediaVol1Issue3ReceivingNewPeople
InTheChurch.pdf
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EXTENDING
HOSPITALITY
BREAKING
BREAD

W

ith all of the
commitments that a
busy pastor like Clancy
Cruise juggles each week, taking the
time to host a dinner for newcomers
might seem like it would be at the
bottom of the to-do list. Instead, it’s
at the top.
“I’ve said from the beginning that
if you want to know how a pastor is
going to treat his church – see how
he treats his family,” says Clancy,
founding pastor of the Marysville
Grace, a Grace Brethren congregation
in Marysville, Ohio. “We want
people to meet our pastors early and
their families too.”
In the last 15 years, Cruise and his
wife, Sandy, have extended hospitality
to new attenders at the church by
inviting them to dinner in their home,
hosting close to 2,000 guests over the
15-year history of Marysville Grace.
The dinners are held about every six
weeks, with each family or individual
who rings the doorbell bringing a
dish to share. Each event will find
about 20 to 30 people sitting down
for the meal, followed by a time
learning the stories of the Cruises and
other staff members who attend.
Seating expands to accommodate
everyone. When weather permits,
tables are set on the outdoor deck,
and people are welcome to sit
anywhere they like. “Our carpet has
been replaced. Our furniture worn,”
notes Sandy, “but we look at it as,
‘You know what? God’s given us this
house, so we’re using it for Him.”
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“I’VE SAID FROM THE BEGINNING THAT
IF YOU WANT TO KNOW HOW A PASTOR
IS GOING TO TREAT HIS CHURCH –
SEE HOW HE TREATS HIS FAMILY”
“We started the new attender
dinner because it was a key part of
our strategy as a church plant,” she
continues, referring to the beginnings
of their congregation in 2002. “We
held kind of a meet and greet, but
it was a vision and prayer time, and
then it morphed from there.”
These New Attenders Dinners are
often the first point of contact once
a person or family visits that church.
Guests to weekend worship services
are encouraged – strongly – to attend.
Cruise knows that the initial steps to
connect are often the most difficult,
so he doesn’t mind being persistent.
“We track guests like the FBI,”
he admits. “I mean, really track
them, and follow up immediately
with a phone call from me, where
I talk about the New Attender
Dinner.” Each guest receives a letter
invitation as well, and Cruise is sure
to mention the event from the front
during services.

T

his might make the potential
guests feel “almost coerced”
Cruise admits, but it is
strategic. “Once they come, they have
a good experience.”
This is because the New Attender
Dinner has an integral place in
the process of helping newcomers
go from feeling like a visitor to
feeling like family. It has several
functions, according to Cruise,
including a chance for families to
get to know other new families
and an opportunity to watch the
interactions between the staff and
campus pastors at Marysville Grace
(they rotate attendance at the dinners

along with Cruise and his family). It
is also a perfect chance to present the
gospel through the sharing of their
testimonies and answerings questions
about their faith.
“At the New Attender Dinner, each
staff member and his wife will tell
their testimony. Then we open it up
for questions. [We tell them] to ask
the questions, because if you’re going
to make a commitment, you deserve
to know what you’re getting into.”
“It was nice to have an open, more
‘intimate,’ discussion with the pastors
about the church and their setup
and vision,” notes Cory Rolfes, who
participated in the dinner with his
wife, Jessica, and their young son, in
February 2013 after attending the
church for three months.
“The dinner was a very positive event
where we just ‘felt at home,’” adds
Tom Hartranft, who attended with
his wife, Janet, in 2012. “But,” he
admits, “we had already made up
our minds that this was the church
we wanted, as it was, and remains, a
Bible-believing evangelical church.”

“W

e want people to
know that we’re
a team and we get
along,” adds Cruise. “We tell stories
and inside jokes, and people realize we
like each other. It’s so important for
them to see us in real relationships that
are long-standing, and we are asking
them to come and be part of it.”
After the dinner, participants have
several options if they decide to keep
coming – most of which do. The next
step is Discover Grace, a two-part

class on Wednesday evenings that
teaches people, according to Cruise,
“the deeper version of our DNA, the
values of our church, the vision, the
philosophy, and where they fit in.”

H

e stresses that “if you would
like to be part of a Life Group,
our Life Group leaders are
trained to be expecting you.”

Do these New Attender Dinners
make a difference in whether guests
become involved in the church?
Cruise certainly thinks so.
“Inside information helps them feel
included and valued and comforted
that they know -- they know what
you believe, they get a chance to ask
questions. You’re not hiding anything.
And people fall into that openness.”
“Marysville Grace is big on
relationships within the church,” says
Rolfes. “We were able to learn more
about the volunteer opportunities
within the church and the different
types of small groups that the church
had to offer at the time.” Both he and
Jessica accepted Christ as their Lord
and Savior as a result of the ministry
of the church and are now part of a
launch team to plant a new church
20 minutes away. (The Hartranfts
are also part of the team, which is
planting a church in Bellefontaine,
Ohio.)
“What’s the greatest commandment
in the Bible?” concludes Cruise,
who also serves as executive director
(moderator) of the Fellowship of
Grace Brethren Churches. “It’s to love
one another. And that all starts with
really knowing people.”
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EXTENDING
HOSPITALITY
OPEN HOMES
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“THIS HOSTING OPPORTUNITY PROVIDES
A WAY TO BRING STRANGERS INTO
OUR HOME AND MAYBE, JUST MAYBE,
WE CAN GET TO SOME ‘GOD-TALK.’”

“W

e want to use what God has given
us (our home) to bless others and to
meet a need,” said Cari Serafino, whose
husband, Greg, pastors the Grace Brethren Church in
Osceola, Ind. “This hosting opportunity provides a way to
bring strangers into our home and maybe, just maybe, we
can get to some ‘God-talk.’”
While it started as a way to earn extra income, opening
their home to guests on an international network that
provides short-term lodging in residential properties has
allowed the Serafinos to get to know people they would
never have met otherwise.
They enjoyed it so much that they encouraged their
ministry teammates, Dave and Sue Knight, to list their
home on the network.
The Knights saw it as a ministry opportunity. (They even
once considered opening a bed and breakfast.)
“As empty nesters, this was a great way to use our home to
entertain and use our gift of hospitality to help people find
an inexpensive way to stay while in the South Bend area,”
they stressed.
Their proximity to South Bend, Ind., has found both
couples frequently hosting fans who come to attend Notre
Dame University football games.
The first guests for the Knights were a young couple and
their infant son from the Netherlands. They had come
for business and stretched out their stay to discover
their Dutch heritage in Northern Indiana. They visited
many sites along the Amish Heritage Trail and ended up
extending their stay even longer because they were having
such a good time.

(left to right) Dave and Sue Knight, Greg and Cari Serafino

during the month he was in the Serafino home. The
Dutch family did likewise with the Knights, commenting
several times on the friendliness and warmth they felt
while worshipping.
“As they were leaving, we took the opportunity to pray
for God’s blessings with them as they traveled home,”
remembers Dave and Sue.

T

hey’ve chosen to not to be judgmental regarding
their guests’ lifestyles. Rather their faith is reflected
in their homes through magazines, paintings, and
plaques. “These things plus the Christ-like hospitality
we strive to extend, have opened the door to spiritual
conversations with many of our guests,” added the
Knights. It’s also led to the likelihood of those guests
returning and the opportunity to continue to plant
spiritual seeds, they say.

T

“This started as a venture to make some extra money
and use what we have instead of letting it just sit there,”
admitted Greg. “It has blossomed into a chance to spread
the good news and get involved in people’s lives who may
need Jesus in a very simple and easy manner.”

It’s not unusual that guests will join either couple at
church. The medical student attended every Sunday

The Knights say they love to host people and make them
feel at home. They currently host the Women of Grace
USA semi-annual board meetings and look forward to
hosting the editorial team meeting in February 2017.

he Serefinos have hosted 27 different times since
they began in the summer of 2015. They also
host medical students from an area hospital for
extended stays after one couldn’t find housing, so resorted
to the online listing. “We gave him a good deal, and the
experience was great for the month,” remembered Cari.
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IN A

“I

NAME?

f you want people to know how
much you care, show them
how much you remember.
Learn their names and use them often.
It’s an important skill to develop,” says
businessman, author, and syndicated
columnist Harvey Mackay.

our church has grown,” he notes. “But I
still work at it.”

Remembering names is a discipline that
Bob Fetterhoff, long-time pastor at Grace
Church, Wooster, Ohio, has cultivated in
more than 35 years in ministry.

Fetterhoff says he doesn’t have a specific
system for remembering names, but he
makes a point to listen carefully when a
name is mentioned. He sometimes asks the
person to spell it, then writes it down and
re-uses it as soon as possible.

“Years ago I heard someone say, ‘Nothing
sounds sweeter than to hear your name
remembered by someone else,’” recalls
Fetterhoff, who has served as senior
pastor at the church since 1981. (He
is beginning to step back with the
appointment of Nick Cleveland as the
next senior pastor of the congregation of
more than 2,000.)
As church attendance has increased,
Fetterhoff has tried to remember the name
of everyone he meets. He says there have
been times when he’s not been successful,
but he’s tried. “It’s virtually impossible as

“Often I’ve heard people say after they
began attending, ‘When we returned the
following Sunday, we were surprised that
you remembered our names when the
church was this big,’” he adds.

He also suggests looking the person in the
eyes, being determined to remember the
name, and introducing the individual to
someone else in the church.
“Look for and engage with new
people,” he adds. “Realize they are
more uncomfortable than you are. Do
everything possible to help connect them
with others they might already know in the
church. Find a ministry that meets a need
in their lives.”
It’s a powerful way to practice hospitality.
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